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We study an online knapsack problem where the items arrive sequentially and must be either immediately
packed into the knapsack or irrevocably discarded. Each item has a different size and the objective is
to maximize the total size of items packed. While the competitive ratio of deterministic algorithms for
this problem is known to be 0, the competitive ratio of randomized algorithms has, surprisingly, not been
considered until now. We derive a random-threshold algorithm which is 0.432-competitive, and show that
our threshold distribution is optimal.
We also consider the generalization to multiple knapsacks, where an arriving item has a different size in
each knapsack and must be placed in at most one. This is equivalent to the Adwords problem where item
truncation is not allowed. We derive a randomized algorithm for this problem which is 0.214-competitive.
1. Introduction
Consider the following problem. There is a knapsack of size 1 and an unknown sequence of items
with sizes at most 1. The items arrive one-by-one, and each item must be irrevocably either packed
into the knapsack or discarded upon arrival. An item can be packed only if its size does not exceed
the remaining knapsack capacity. The goal is to maximize the sum of sizes of packed items, i.e.
maximize the total capacity filled.
The decision of whether to accept each item into the knapsack is made by an online algorithm,
which does not know the sizes of future items. Meanwhile, for any sequence of items, one could
consider its optimal offline packing knowing the entire sequence in advance. For c ≤ 1, a fixed
(but possibly randomized) online algorithm is said to be c-competitive if on any sequence, its
(expected) capacity packed is at least c times the optimal offline packing. We are interested in the
highest-possible value of c, which is called the competitive ratio.
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2A problem closely related to ours is the Adwords budgeted allocation problem, where there are
multiple knapsacks (“advertiser budgets”) of different sizes, and each item (“impression”) has a
different size (“bid”) in each knapsack, but is allocated to at most one. The key difference in
Adwords, however, is that an item can be allocated to a knapsack even if it doesn’t fit, in which
case it is truncated to fit. With this truncation allowed, a deterministic greedy algorithm, which
allocates each item to the knapsack where it has the greatest size, is 1/2-competitive1 in general,
and 1-competitive (trivially optimal, accept every item until the knapsack is full) for a single
knapsack.
In stark contrast, for our problem without truncation, the competitiveness of any deterministic
online algorithm cannot be greater than 0, even when there is a single knapsack. This is easy to
see: let the first item have size ε, for a small ε > 0. If the deterministic algorithm would accept this
item, then let the second item have size 1, which must get rejected. Otherwise, if the deterministic
algorithm would reject this item, then let the sequence end right there. In either case, there exists a
sequence for which the deterministic algorithm packs an arbitrarily small fraction of the optimum.
Using randomized online algorithms, we establish the first constant-factor competitive ratio
guarantees for our problem without truncation. Our results are summarized below.
1. We establish a competitive ratio guarantee of 0.432 for a single knapsack using a random-
threshold algorithm, which draws a threshold from a distribution at the very start, and then
accepts all items with size at least that threshold which fit in the knapsack. We show that our
competitive ratio is best-possible within the class of random-threshold algorithms.
2. We establish a competitive ratio guarantee of 3/14 ≈ 0.214 for the Adwords problem with
multiple knapsacks and no truncation.
1.1. Related Work and Motivation
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider the competitive ratio of randomized
algorithms for this foundational unit-density2 online knapsack problem. Without the unit-density
assumption, the non-existence of any constant competitive ratio guarantee c > 0, even for random-
ized algorithms on a single knapsack, was first established in Marchetti-Spaccamela and Vercellis
(1995). Tight instance-dependent competitive ratios (where the guarantee c can depend on param-
eters based on the sequence of items) have also been established in Zhou et al. (2008).
Our unit-density knapsack problem (with multiple knapsacks) has been studied in Stein et al.
(2018) when the sequence of items is stochastic, i.e. drawn from a known distribution, instead
1 This is without the small bids assumption; see Mehta et al. (2005). With the small bids assumption, a (non-greedy)
deterministic algorithm is (1− 1/e)-competitive.
2 In our problem, since the objective is capacity packed, the reward from packing each item is equal to its size, and
hence the term “unit-density”.
3of adversarial, i.e. completely unknown. In their case, the number and order of items is known,
and the size of each item (in each of the knapsacks) is realized independently from known but
heterogeneous distributions. They derive an online algorithm which is 0.321-competitive (with
multiple knapsacks), where under stochastic arrivals the definition of competitiveness takes an
expectation over the arrival sequence when evaluating both the online algorithm and the offline
optimum.
Any competitive ratio guarantee for adversarial arrivals also holds under stochastic arrivals, and
hence our paper implies an improved guarantee of 0.432 for their problem with a single knapsack
(their guarantee of 0.321 does not improve with a single knapsack). However, our guarantee of
0.214 with multiple knapsacks is worse under adversarial arrivals.
We now discuss some other streams of work, whose technical results are not directly related to
ours, but whose similar models provide practical motivation for our online knapsack problem with
unit-density, no truncation, and adversarial arrivals.
1. Online Advertising: Many papers (Mehta et al. 2005, Goel and Mehta 2008, Devanur and Hayes
2009) have studied a problem in online advertising, where “a search engine company decide
what advertisements to display with each query so as to maximize its revenue” (Mehta et al.
2005). Consumers arrive in an online fashion, type keywords, and reveal their preferences. A
search engine then displays personalized advertisements to the consumer, and earns monetary
transfers from companies who bid for consumer keywords within their daily budgets. The
objective is to maximize the total revenue earned from the companies.
2. Crowdsourcing: Ho and Vaughan (2012) have studied a problem in online crowdsourcing,
where a requester asks workers that arrive online to finish his / her tasks, and cannot split
tasks into two. Each worker spends some time to finish the assigned work. The objective is
to maximize the total benefit that the requester obtains from the completed work, given time
constraints. In a variant (Assadi et al. 2015), each worker picks a subset of tasks, along with
task-specific bid numbers. The requester has to assign no more than one task to each worker,
by paying the worker the on the bid. The objective of the requester is to either maximize the
number of assigned tasks to workers, while not violating the budget constraint.
3. Healthcare: Stein et al. (2018) have studied a closely related problem in healthcare operations,
where we assign patients to doctors at the moment a patient makes an advance reservation,
and cannot split appointments into two. The objective is to maximize the overall utilization
of doctors. For other variants, Truong (2015) have studied a two-class advance-scheduling
model and computed the optimal scheduling policy. Wang et al. (2018) have studied a simpler
problem where each patient only consumes one unit of resource.
44. Supply Chain Ordering: In our industry partner’s supply chain, a manufacturing plant, having
some initial stock capacity, receives a sequence of orders which request some fraction of that
stock. The plant must decide whether to fulfill the order using its stock, or reject it (redirecting
it to a different plant). Orders cannot be split, because splitting a customer’s demand is
often physically impossible or managerially undesirable due to customer service or accounting
considerations. The plant is trying to maximize its final utilization, i.e. the total amount of
stock used by the end of the time horizon.
1.2. Our Techniques
For the single-knapsack problem, we illustrate our techniques by first considering two simpler
algorithms, which build up to our 0.432-competitive algorithm that is optimal among random-
threshold algorithms.
We start with the following randomized algorithm. Initially, it flips a coin. With probability
2/3, the algorithm greedily accepts any item which fits in the knapsack. With probability 1/3, the
algorithm accepts only the first item to have size at least 1/2 (if such an item exists).
We claim that this simple algorithm yields a constant competitive ratio guarantee of 1/3. To
see why, first note that if the greedy policy can fit all the items, then it is optimal, and since the
algorithm is greedy with probability 2/3, it would be at least 2/3-competitive. Therefore, suppose
that the greedy policy cannot fit some items, and consider two cases. If the sequence contains no
items of size at least 1/2, then the greedy policy must have packed size greater than 1/2 by the time
it could not fit an item, and hence the algorithm packs expected size at least 2/3× 1/2 = 1/3. In
the other case, let m denote the size of the first item to have size at least 1/2. When the algorithm
is not greedy, it packs size m, and when it is, it packs size at least min{m,1−m}, which equals
1−m because m≥ 1/2. In expectation, the algorithm packs size at least
1
3
m+
2
3
(1−m) = 2
3
− 1
3
m≥ 1
3
.
Since the algorithm in both cases packs size at least 1/3, and the optimal offline packing cannot
exceed 1, this completes the claim that the algorithm is 1/3-competitive.
Now, note that the previous algorithm effectively sets a random threshold whose distribution is
0 with probability 2/3, and 1/2 with probability 1/3. To improve upon it, we consider an arbitrary
distribution for the threshold τ given by the CDF F (x) = Pr[τ ≤ x], and generalize the above
analysis. We now let m denote the size of the smallest item which the greedy policy does not fit.
In the case where m< 1/2, we use similar arguments as above to deduce that the algorithm packs
expected size at least
F (0)(1−m) + (F (m)−F (0))min{m,1−m}. (1)
5However, the other case where m≥ 1/2 is more challenging, because when m= 1 both terms in (1)
equal 0. To refine the analysis, we define q to be the maximum number such that, at the time of
arrival of the item of size m, it would not fit even if we could “magically discard” every accepted
item of size less than q. By the maximality of m, there must exist an item of size q. After carefully
analyzing the cases (including the one where q >m), we show that the algorithm’s expected packing
size is minimized in the case where it equals q when the threshold is at most q, and 1− q+ ε (for
an arbitrarily small ε > 0) when the threshold is greater than q. Therefore, it is lower-bounded by
F (q)q+ (1−F (q))(1− q). (2)
Finally, we solve for the maximum c at which there exists a threshold distribution F such that
both expressions (1) and (2) exceed c (for all m and q). This turns out to be c= 3/7≈ 0.428, and
since the optimal offline packing cannot exceed 1, the corresponding random-threshold algorithm
is 0.428-competitive, as shown in Theorem 1.
In Theorem 2, we further improve the competitiveness to 0.432. The previous analysis with
expressions (1) and (2) was not tight, despite optimizing the distribution F , because it merely
lower-bounded the algorithm’s expected packing size without considering the consequences on the
optimal packing size, which was assumed to be 1. To improve upon the previous distribution, we
perturb it to have a positive mass on all of [0,1] (instead of never setting a threshold above 3/7, as
in Theorem 1). This prevents the adversary from making the optimal packing size 1 by appending a
size-1 item to the end of any sequence, because there will always be a positive probability that the
algorithm sets a threshold high enough to get the size-1 item. In fact, we show in Theorem 3 that
this perturbed threshold distribution, which yields a 0.432-competitive algorithm, is best-possible
for random-threshold algorithms.
Finally, in Theorem 4, our 3/14-competitiveness guarantee for multiple knapsacks is based on
analyzing the execution of a “virtual algorithm” which is allowed to truncate items like in the
Adwords problem. Then, using the fact that the greedy algorithm is 1/2-competitive for Adwords,
we can independently realize a random threshold for the admission control of each knapsack,
according to the threshold distribution which is 3/7-competitive for a single knapsack, to get a
guarantee of 1/2× 3/7 = 3/14 for multiple knapsacks. We cannot employ the improved threshold
distribution which is 0.432-competitive, because we are comparing against an optimum that is
allowed to truncate (recall that the 3/7-competitiveness guarantee was relative to a truncating
optimum that is always 1).
1.3. Roadmap
In Section 2 we introduce the model and notations. In Section 3 we introduce our results on a
single knapsack. And in Section 4 we introduce our results on multiple knapsacks.
62. Definition of Problems, Notations
Let the entire set of items be S = {s1, s2, ..., sT}, where T > 0. Each item is indexed by t∈ [T ], the
sequence of its arrival. The entire sequence of arrivals is then (s1, s2, ..., sT ). Note that ∀t ∈ [T ], st
refers to an item, not item size. For any a∈ S, let size(a) be the size of item a. For any A⊆ S, let
size(A) =
∑
a∈A size(a) be the total size of items in A.
Suppose there is a clairvoyant decision maker who knows the entire sequence in advance. This
decision maker is going to take the optimal actions (accept / reject) over the process. Let this
policy be OPT. OPT does not necessarily guarantee to fill the entire capacity of the knapsack.
For any specific instance of S, let ALG(S) denote the total amount filled by ALG on this instance,
in expectation where expectation taken over the randomness of the algorithm. Let OPT(S)
denote the total amount filled by OPT on this instance. We also use ALG and OPT for ALG(S) and
OPT(S), respectively, if the S sequence is clear from the context.
Under any policy, we say that an item st is “rejected” because it fails to meet the admission
critrion of this policy, e.g. failure to exceed the threshold of a threshold policy. If an item is rejected
under a policy, we say that this policy rejects this item.
Under any policy, we say that an item st is “blocked” at the moment it arrives, if the remaining
capacity of the knapsack is not enough for st to fit in. An item is said to be blocked regardless of
the fact if it would have been rejected by the policy. If an item is blocked under a policy, we say
that this policy blocks this item.
3. A Single Knapsack
Before we start to introduce the tight competitive ratio, we first introduce an easier proof of a
(slightly) less competitive algorithm, to build some intuition. In Section 3.1, we prove the bound
by only lower bounding the performance of our proposed algorithm. In Section 3.2, we strengthen
the bound by lower bounding the performance of our proposed algorithm, and upper bounding the
performance of the clairvoyant decision maker, at the same time.
3.1. Warm-Up: A 3/7 Competitive Algorithm
Definition 1. Let THR(τ),∀τ ∈ [0,1] be a threshold policy that accepts any item whose size is
greater or equal to τ , as long as it can fit into the knapsack.
A THR(0) policy is also referred to as a greedy policy, Greedy: accept any item regardless of its
size, as long as it can fit into the knapsack. We will interchangeably use THR(0) and Greedy for
the same policy.
We propose a randomized threshold policy, ALG, to prove a 3/7 competitive ratio.
Definition 2. Let ALG be a randomized threshold policy that runs as follows,
71. At the beginning of the entire process, randomly draw τ from a distribution whose cumulative
distribution function (CDF) is given by
F (x) =

4/7−x
1− 2x , x∈ [0,3/7]
1, x∈ (3/7,1]
(3)
2. We apply THR(τ) policy throughout the process.
Notice that F (0) = 4/7. This is the point mass we put on τ = 0. This means that with probability
4/7, we will perform Greedy.
It is easy to check that our desired algorithm does not know how many items are there in total,
not does it know the sizes of the items.
Now we state and prove our first result.
Theorem 1.
inf
S
ALG(S)
OPT(S)
≥ 3
7
3.1.1. Proof of the 3/7 Competitive Algorithm
Proof of Theorem 1. We are going to show that, for any instance of arrival sequence S, we have
ALG(S)
OPT(S)
≥ 3
7
, thus finishing the proof. For any S we start our analysis of ALG as follows.
First of all, Greedy always accepts something. Denote the set of items accepted by Greedy as G.
Denote |G|= g. If G= S then Greedy is optimal. In this case
ALG
OPT
≥Pr(τ = 0) · 1 + Pr(τ > 0) · 0≥ F (0) = 4/7≥ 3/7.
If G$ S, let M = S\G denote the set of items blocked by Greedy. Since Greedy always accepts
an item as long as it can fill in, any item blocked by Greedy must exceed the remaining space of
the knapsack, at the moment it is blocked. We also know that G∪M = S, G∩M = φ.
Let m be the smallest size in M , i.e. m= mina∈M size(a). Define index t˜ for the smallest item.
t˜= min{t∈ [T ] |size(st) =m} . (4)
Let st˜ be such an item – if there are multiple items that are smallest, pick the first smallest item.
Denote G′ as the set of items accepted by Greedy, at the moment st˜ is blocked. Greedy could
possibly already blocked some other items from M before it blocks st˜. But those items are larger
than st˜. Let g
′ = size(G′). See Figure 1. A straightforward, but useful information about m is:
g′+m> 1, (5)
because m is blocked by Greedy. We wish to understand when we can admit an item of size at least
m, by selecting a proper threshold τ .
8Figure 1 Illustration of the items that Greedy accepts, and blocks
We distinguish two cases: m≥ 1/2 and m< 1/2.
Case 1: m≥ 1/2.
Let STHR(τ) be the set of items that have size at least τ , i.e. STHR(τ) = {a∈ S |size(a)≥ τ }. Now
we pick q to be the largest threshold, such that m+ size(STHR(q)∩G′)> 1, i.e.
q= max τ
s.t. m+ size(STHR(τ)∩G′)> 1
(6)
This means that if we adopt a THR(q) policy, then the size m item must be blocked (possibly it
will also be rejected, due to q >m, which leads to the discussion in Case 1.1).
Figure 2 Illustration of Case 1 (and specifically, Case 1.2)
Now consider the items in STHR(q)∩G′. These items have sizes at least q. We count how many
size q items are there, and let n be the number of size q items. Denote the total size of the remaining
items be x. We know that size(STHR(q)∩G′) = nq+x. See Figure 2.
We make the following observations:
1. There must exist some item from G′ that is of size q, i.e.
∃tˆ∈ [T ], stˆ ∈G′, s.t.size(stˆ) = q. (7)
This is because we pick otherwise we can select the smallest item size in G′ that is larger than
q. This smallest item size in G′ satisfies (6), and violates the maximum property of q.
92. Size m items can not fit in together with all the items in STHR(q)∩G′, i.e.
nq+x+m> 1 (8)
This is because size(STHR(q)∩G′) = nq+x. This is a strenthened inequality than (5).
3. A size m item can fit in together with items STHR(τ)∩G′,∀τ > q, i.e.
x+m≤ 1 (9)
This is because otherwise we could further increase q to qˆ so that size(STHR(qˆ)∩G′) +m> 1,
which violates the maximum property of q.
We further distinguish two cases: q >m, and q≤m.
Case 1.1: q >m.
In this case, if we adopt Greedy then we can get as much as g. This is because g is defined this way.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (0, q] then we can get no less than q. This is because due to (16) there
must exist some item stˆ ∈G′ of size q. We either accept it, in which case we immediately earn q,
or we have blocked it because we admitted some item sz, z ∈ [T ] from M and consumed too much
space. But Greedy blocks sz earlier than it accepts stˆ, which means that size(sz)≥ size(stˆ) = q. So
in either case we earn q.
We have the following:
ALG≥Pr(τ = 0) · g+ Pr(0< τ ≤ q) · q
= F (0) · g+ (F (q)−F (0)) · q
≥ F (0) · (1− 2q) +F (q) · q
= 4/7 · (1− 2q) + 1 · q
= 4/7− 1/7 · q
≥ 3/7
where the second inequality is because g ≥ g′ > 1−m (due to (5)) and 1−m> 1− q (Case 1.1:
q > m); second equality is because q > m≥ 1/2 and the way we defined F (·) in (3) so F (q) = 1;
last inequality is because q≤ 1.
Since OPT≤ 1, we have ALG
OPT
≥ 3
7
.
Case 1.2: q≤m.
In this case, if we adopt Greedy then we can get as much as g. This is the definition of g.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (0, q] then we get no less than q. This is because due to (16) there
must exist some item stˆ ∈G′ of size q. We either accept it, in which case we immediately earn q,
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or we have blocked it because we admitted some item sz, z ∈ [T ] from M and consumed too much
space. But Greedy blocks sz earlier than it accepts stˆ, which means that size(sz)≥ size(stˆ) = q. So
in either case we earn q.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (q,m] then we get no less than m. This is because due to (9), any item
in STHR(τ)∩G′ will not block st˜ (from expression (4)); and τ ≤m so we will not reject st˜. We either
accept st˜, in which case we immediately earn m, or we have blocked it because we admitted some
item sz, z ∈ [T ] from M and consumed too much space. But m is smallest item size in M , which
means that size(sz)≥ size(st˜) =m. So in either case we earn m.
We have the following:
ALG≥Pr(τ = 0) · g+ Pr(0< τ ≤ q) · q+ Pr(q < τ ≤m) ·m
= F (0) · g+ (F (q)−F (0)) · q+ (F (m)−F (q)) ·m
≥ F (0) · (nq+x) + (F (q)−F (0)) · q+ (F (m)−F (q)) · (1− (nq+x))
= (F (q)−F (0)) · q+ 1−F (q) + (F (q)− 3/7) · (nq+x)
≥ (F (q)−F (0)) · q+ 1−F (q) + (F (q)− 3/7) · q
= F (q) · (2q− 1) + 1− q
where the second inequality is because g ≥ g′ ≥ nq+ x and m> 1− (nq+ x) (due to (8)); second
equality is because m≥ 1/2 and the way we defined F (·) in (3) so F (m) = 1; the last inequality is
because F (q)≥ F (0) = 4/7> 3/7, so the coefficient in front of nq+x is positive.
Now we plug in the expression of F (q) as defined in (3). If q≤ 3/7 then ALG≥ 4/7−q
1−2q · (2q− 1) +
1− q= 3/7; If q > 3/7 then ALG≥ q > 3/7. So in either case we have shown ALG≥ 3/7.
Since OPT≤ 1, we have ALG
OPT
≥ 3
7
.
Case 2: m< 1/2.
In this case, we only hope to get m, and a crude analysis is enough. See Figure 3.
Figure 3 Illustration of Case 2
If we adopt Greedy then we can get as much as g. This is because g is defined this way.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (0,m] then we either get m, or m is blocked, in which case we must
have already earned at least 1−m to block m.
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We have the following:
ALG≥Pr(τ = 0) · g+ Pr(0< τ ≤m) ·min{m,1−m}
≥Pr(τ = 0) · g+ Pr(0< τ ≤m) ·m
= F (0) · g+ (F (m)−F (0)) ·m
≥ F (0) · (1−m) + (F (m)−F (0)) ·m
= F (m) ·m+ 4/7 · (1− 2m)
where the second inequality is because m< 1/2; the last inequality is because g≥ g′ > 1−m (due
to (5)).
Now we plug in the expression of F (m) as defined in (3). If m> 3/7 then ALG≥ 4/7− 1/7 ·m≥
3/7, because m< 1/2≤ 1; If m≤ 3/7 then
ALG≥ 4/7−m
1− 2m ·m+
4
7
· (1− 2m) = 9
28
· (1− 2m) + 1
28
· 1
1− 2m +
3
14
≥ 2
√
9
28
· 1
28
+
3
14
=
3
7
.
So in either case we have ALG≥ 3/7.
Since OPT≤ 1, we have ALG
OPT
≥ 3
7
.
In all, we have enumerated all the possible cases, to find
ALG
OPT
≥ 3
7
always holds. 
3.2. A 0.432 Competitive Algorithm
In this section we are going to introduce a threshold policy that achieves the best-possible com-
petitive ratio. In Section 3.2.1 we will prove the competitive ratio; In Section 3.2.2 we will show it
is best-possible.
We first define some parameters that are going to be useful in the following analysis.
Definition 3. Let H : [3/7,1/2)× (0,1/2)→R+ be a bivariate real function defined as follows:
H(c,x) =
1− 2c
x
− (1− 2c) ln (1−x)
1− 2x − (1− c)
Now fix c to be any number between [3/7,1/2). Define qc to be the only local minimizer on
the second coordinate of H(c,x), between (0,1/2) – it can be implicitly given as the only solution
between [3/7,1/2), such that
2q3c − 7q2c + 5qc− 1− 2(1− qc)q2c ln (1− qc) = 0,
or, approximately,
qc ≈ 0.31847.
Define c∗ to be the only solution between [3/7,1/2), such that
H(c∗, qc) =
1− 2c∗
qc
− (1− 2c
∗) ln (1− qc)
1− 2qc − (1− c
∗) = 0, (10)
or, approximately,
c∗ ≈ 0.43236.
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We can check the following inequality: ∀q ∈ (0,1/2),
H(c∗, q)≥H(c∗, qc) = 0 (11)
We use the definition of a THR(τ) policy as in Definition 1. But instead of the algorithm as
proposed in Definition 2, we now propose another randomized threshold policy, ˆALG, to prove a
0.432 competitive ratio.
Definition 4. Let ˆALG be a randomized threshold policy that runs as follows,
1. At the beginning of the entire process, randomly draw τ from a distribution whose cumulative
distribution function (CDF) is given by
Fˆ (x) =

(1− c∗)− (1− 2c
∗) ln (1−x)
1− 2x , x∈ [0, qc]
2(1− c∗)− 1− 2c
∗
x
, x∈ (qc,1]
(12)
2. We apply THR(τ) policy throughout the process.
Notice that F (0) = 1−c∗. This is the point mass we put on τ = 0. This means that with probability
1− c∗ ≈ 0.568, we will perform Greedy.
We state our main result here.
Theorem 2.
inf
S
ˆALG(S)
OPT(S)
≥ c∗ ≈ 0.432
3.2.1. Proof of the 0.432 Competitive Algorithm The proof idea is the same as in Theo-
rem 1, but in order to improve it, we are more careful in upper bounding the performance of OPT.
To compare to the proof of Theorem 1, Case 1.2 will be different.
Proof of Theorem 2. We are going to show that, for any instance of arrival sequence S, we have
ˆALG(S)
OPT(S)
≥ c∗, thus finishing the proof. For any S we start our analysis of ˆALG as follows.
First of all, Greedy always accepts something. Denote the set of items accepted by Greedy as G.
Denote size(G) = g. If G= S then Greedy is optimal. In this case
ˆALG
OPT
≥Pr(τ = 0) · 1 + Pr(τ > 0) · 0≥ Fˆ (0) = 1− c∗ ≥ c∗.
If G$ S, let M = S\G denote the set of items blocked by Greedy. Since Greedy always accepts
an item as long as it can fill in, any item blocked by Greedy must exceed the remaining space of
the knapsack, at the moment it is blocked. We also know that G∪M = S, G∩M = φ.
Let m be the smallest size in M , i.e. m= mina∈M size(a). Define index t˜ for the smallest item.
t˜= min{t∈ [T ] |size(st) =m} . (13)
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Let st˜ be such an item – if there are multiple items that are smallest, pick the first smallest item.
Denote G′ as the set of items accepted by Greedy, at the moment st˜ is blocked. Greedy could
possibly already blocked some other items from M before it blocks st˜. But those items are larger
than st˜. Let g
′ = size(G′). See Figure 1. A straightforward, but useful information about m is:
g′+m> 1, (14)
because m is blocked by Greedy. We wish to understand when we can admit an item of size at least
m, by selecting a proper threshold τ .
We distinguish two cases: m> 1/2 and m≤ 1/2.
Case 1: m> 1/2.
Let STHR(τ) be the set of items that have size at least τ , i.e. STHR(τ) = {a∈ S |size(a)≥ τ }. Now
we pick q to be the largest threshold, such that m+ size(STHR(q)∩G′)> 1, i.e.
q= max τ
s.t. m+ size(STHR(τ)∩G′)> 1
(15)
This means that if we adopt a THR(q) policy, then the size m item must be blocked (possibly it
will also be rejected, due to q >m).
We make the following observations:
1. There must exist some item from G′ that is of size q, i.e.
∃tˆ∈ [T ], stˆ ∈G′, s.t. size(stˆ) = q. (16)
This is because we pick otherwise we can select the smallest item size in G′ that is larger than
q. This smallest item size in G′ satisfies (15), and violates the maximum property of q.
2. Now consider the items in STHR(q)∩G′. See Figure 2. These items have sizes at least q. We
count how many size q items are there, and let n be the number of size q items. Denote the
total size of the remaining items be x. We know that
size(STHR(q)∩G′) = nq+x. (17)
3. Size m items can not fit in together with items STHR(q)∩G′, i.e.
nq+x+m> 1 (18)
This is because size(STHR(q)∩G′) = nq+x. This is a strenthened inequality than (5).
4. A size m item can fit in together with items STHR(τ)∩G′,∀τ > q, i.e.
x+m≤ 1 (19)
This is because otherwise we could further increase q to qˆ so that size(STHR(qˆ)∩G′) +m> 1,
which violates the maximum property of q.
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We further distinguish two cases: q >m, and q≤m.
Case 1.1: q >m.
In this case, if we adopt Greedy then we can get as much as g. This is because g is defined this way.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (0, q] then we can get no less than q. This is because due to (16) there
must exist some item stˆ ∈G′ of size q. We either accept it, in which case we immediately earn q,
or we have blocked it because we admitted some item sz, z ∈ [T ] from M and consumed too much
space. But Greedy blocks sz earlier than it accepts stˆ, which means that size(sz)≥ size(stˆ) = q. So
in either case we earn q.
We have the following:
ˆALG≥Pr(τ = 0) · g+ Pr(0< τ ≤ q) · q
= Fˆ (0) · g+ (Fˆ (q)− Fˆ (0)) · q
≥ Fˆ (0) · (1− 2q) + Fˆ (q) · q
= (1− c∗) · (1− 2q) +
[
2(1− c∗)− 1− 2c
∗
q
]
· q
= c∗
where the second inequality is because g ≥ g′ > 1−m (due to (14)) and 1−m> 1− q (Case 1.1:
q >m); second equality is because q >m≥ 1/2> qc, so we plug in Fˆ (·) as defined in (12).
Since OPT≤ 1, we have ALG
OPT
≥ c∗.
Case 1.2: q≤m.
First we wish to upper bound OPT. OPT selects some items from S =G∪M , where G∩M = φ.
Notice that m> 1/2 so there is at most 1 item from M that OPT can select. If OPT selects no
item from M , then OPT≤ g. With probability Fˆ (0), ˆALG adopts Greedy and earns g. So we have
ˆALG
OPT
≥Pr(τ = 0) · 1 + Pr(τ > 0) · 0≥ Fˆ (0) = 1− c∗ ≥ c∗.
If OPT selects one item from M , let st¯, t¯ ∈ [T ] be such an item, whose size is size(st¯) =m′ ≥m.
See Figure 4.
Figure 4 Illustration of the items accepted by OPT
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We can partition all the items in S into three sets:
M ; STHR(q)∩G′; G\(STHR(q)∩G′)
Let g˜= size(G\(STHR(q)∩G′)). Since STHR(q)∩G′ and G\(STHR(q)∩G′) form a partition of G, we
have g= (nq+x) + g˜. From (18) we know that m′+ size(STHR(q)∩G′)≥m+ size(STHR(q)∩G′)> 1.
This means that even OPT cannot pack st¯ and S
THR(q) ∩G′ together. OPT must block at least
one item from {st¯} ∪ (STHR(q)∩G′) – and the smallest item from this union is of size q (because
q≤m≤m′). So we upper bound OPT by:
OPT≤min{1, [m′+ size(STHR(q)∩G′)]− q+ size(G\(STHR(q)∩G′))}
=min{1,m′+ (nq+x)− q+ g˜}
(20)
Then we analyze ˆALG. If we adopt Greedy then we can get as much as g. This is because g is
defined this way.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (0, q] then we get no less than nq + x. This is because due to (17)
there must exist some items in STHR(q) ∩G′, which are of size nq + x. For any subset of items
S0 ⊆ (STHR(q)∩G′), we either accept it, in which case we immediately earn the size of this subset S0,
or we have blocked it because we admitted some item sz, z ∈ [T ] from M and consumed too much
space. But Greedy blocks sz earlier than it accepts S0, which means that size(sz)≥ size(S0) = q. So
in either case we earn size(S0). Since S0 is chosen arbitrarily, we know that we will always get no
less than nq+x.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (q,m] then we get no less than m. This is because due to (9), any item
in STHR(τ) ∩G′ will not block st˜ (from expression (13)); and τ ≤m so we will not reject st˜. We
either accept st˜, in which case we immediately earn m, or we have blocked it because we admitted
some item sz, z ∈ [T ] from M and consumed too much space. But m is smallest item size in M ,
which means that size(sz)≥ size(st˜) =m. So in either case we earn m.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (m,m′] then we get no less than τ . This is because st¯ does exist, and
THR(τ) must accept at least one item. The least that THR(τ) can get is τ .
We have the following:
ˆALG≥Pr(τ = 0) · g+ Pr(0< τ ≤ q) · (nq+x) + Pr(q < τ ≤m) ·m+
∫ m′
m
τ dFˆ (τ)
= Fˆ (0) · (nq+x+ g˜) + (Fˆ (q)− Fˆ (0)) · (nq+x) + (Fˆ (m)− Fˆ (q)) ·m+
∫ m′
m
τ dFˆ (τ)
= Fˆ (0) · g˜+ Fˆ (q) · (nq+x−m) + Fˆ (m′) ·m′−
∫ m′
m
Fˆ (τ) dτ
≥ Fˆ (0) · g˜+ Fˆ (q) · (2(nq+x)− 1) + Fˆ (m′) ·m′−
∫ m′
1−(nq+x)
Fˆ (τ) dτ
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where the second equality is due to integration by part (our definition of Fˆ (·) in (12) is a continuous
function); the last inequality is because ∂
ˆALG
∂m
= Fˆ (m)− Fˆ (q) ≥ 0, (because q ≤m, and Fˆ (·) is a
increasing function), so that ˆALG is increasing in m. Hence, ˆALG achieves its minimum when m is
the smallest, and m> 1− (nq+x) from (18).
Observe that
ˆALG− c∗OPT≥Fˆ (0) · g˜+ Fˆ (q) · (2(nq+x)− 1) + Fˆ (m′) ·m′−
∫ m′
1−(nq+x)
Fˆ (τ) dτ
− c∗ ·min{1,m′+ (nq+x)− q+ g˜}
If we focus on the dependence of g˜, we find that
∂
(
ˆALG− c∗OPT
)
∂g˜
≥ Fˆ (0)− c∗ = 1− 2c∗ ≥ 0,
where the first inequality is because the subgradient of the subtracted term is either 0 or c∗. Since
ˆALG− c∗OPT is a increasing function of g˜, it achieves its minimum when g˜= 0.
We have further
ˆALG− c∗OPT≥Fˆ (q) · (2(nq+x)− 1) + Fˆ (m′) ·m′−
∫ m′
1−(nq+x)
Fˆ (τ) dτ − c∗ ·min{1,m′+ (nq+x)− q}
Now let y= (n− 1)q+x, and we plug in Fˆ (·) as we defined in (18).
Case 1.2.1: When q≤ qc, we have:
ˆALG− c∗OPT
≥Fˆ (q) · (2(q+ y)− 1) + Fˆ (m′) ·m′−
∫ m′
1−(q+y)
Fˆ (τ) dτ − c∗ ·min{1,m′+ y}
=(1− c∗)(2(q+ y)− 1) + (2q− 1 + 2y)(1− 2c
∗) ln (1− q)
2q− 1 + 2(1− c
∗)m′− (1− 2c∗)
− 2(1− c∗)m′+ 2(1− c∗)[1− (q+ y)] + (1− 2c∗) [lnm′− ln (1− (q+ y))]− c∗ ·min{1,m′+ y}
=c∗+
(2q− 1 + 2y)(1− 2c∗) ln (1− q)
2q− 1 + (1− 2c
∗) [lnm′− ln (1− (q+ y))]− c∗ ·min{1,m′+ y}
If we focus on the dependence of m′, we will see that ˆALG− c∗OPT has only one local minimum:
when m′ < 1− y we have
∂
(
ˆALG− c∗OPT
)
∂m′
=
1− 2c∗
m′
− c∗ ≤ 1− 2c
∗
1/2
− c∗ = 2− 5c∗ < 0,
because m′ ≥m≥ 1/2. So ˆALG− c∗OPT is decreasing on m′ when m′ < 1− y. When m′ > 1− y we
have
∂
(
ˆALG− c∗OPT
)
∂m′
=
1− 2c∗
m′
> 0,
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so ˆALG− c∗OPT is increasing on m′. Hence, ˆALG− c∗OPT achieves its minimum when m′ = 1− y.
Plugging into m′ = 1− y, we have further
ˆALG− c∗OPT≥(2q− 1 + 2y)(1− 2c
∗) ln (1− q)
2q− 1 + (1− 2c
∗) [ln (1− y)− ln (1− (q+ y))]
If we focus on the dependence of y, we find that
∂
(
ˆALG− c∗OPT
)
∂y
= (1− 2c∗)
[
2
ln (1− q)
2q− 1 −
1
1− y +
1
1− y− q
]
> 0,
because ln(1− q)< 0,2q− 1< 2qc− 1< 0, 11−y−q − 11−y ≥ 0. Since ˆALG− c∗OPT is increasing on y,
it achieves its minimum when y= 0.
Finally, plugging into y= 0, we have
ˆALG− c∗OPT≥(2q− 1)(1− 2c
∗) ln (1− q)
2q− 1 − (1− 2c
∗) ln (1− q) = 0
Case 1.2.2: When q > qc, we have:
ˆALG− c∗OPT
≥Fˆ (q) · (2(q+ y)− 1) + Fˆ (m′) ·m′−
∫ m′
1−(q+y)
Fˆ (τ) dτ − c∗ ·min{1,m′+ y}
=2(1− c∗)(2(q+ y)− 1)− (1− 2c
∗)(2(q+ y)− 1)
q
+ 2(1− c∗)m′− (1− 2c∗)
− 2(1− c∗)m′+ 2(1− c∗)[1− (q+ y)] + (1− 2c∗) [lnm′− ln (1− (q+ y))]− c∗ ·min{1,m′+ y}
=2(1− c∗)(y+ q)− (1− 2c∗)− (1− 2c
∗)(2(q+ y)− 1)
q
+ (1− 2c∗) [lnm′− ln (1− (q+ y))]− c∗ ·min{1,m′+ y}
Again, if we focus on the dependence of m′, we will see that ˆALG − c∗OPT has only one local
minimum when m′ = 1− y.
Plugging into m′ = 1− y, we have further
ˆALG− c∗OPT≥(1− c∗)(2(y+ q)− 1)− (1− 2c
∗)(2(q+ y)− 1)
q
+ (1− 2c∗) [ln (1− y)− ln (1− (q+ y))]
Again, if we focus on the dependence of y, we find that
∂
(
ˆALG− c∗OPT
)
∂y
= 2(1− c∗− 1− 2c
∗
q
) + (1− 2c∗)
[
− 1
1− y +
1
1− y− q
]
> 0,
because 1−c∗− 1−2c∗
q
≥ 1−c∗− 1−2c∗
qc
≈ 0.142> 0, 1
1−y−q − 11−y ≥ 0. Since ˆALG−c∗OPT is increasing
on y, it achieves its minimum when y= 0.
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Finally, plugging into y= 0, we have
ˆALG− c∗OPT≥(1− c∗)(2q− 1)− (1− 2c
∗)(2q− 1)
q
− (1− 2c∗) ln (1− q)
=(2q− 1)
[
(1− c∗)− (1− 2c
∗)
q
]
− (1− 2c∗) ln (1− q)
≥(2q− 1)
[
−(1− 2c
∗) ln (1− q)
1− 2q
]
− (1− 2c∗) ln (1− q)
=0
where the second inequality is because H(c∗, q) = 1−2c
∗
q
− (1−2c∗) ln (1−q)
1−2q − (1− c∗)≥ 0,∀q ∈ (0,1/2)
from (11), and when q ∈ [1/2,1], the second line expression is an increasing function of q (because
2q− 1; (1− c∗)− (1−2c∗)
q
; and −(1− 2c∗) ln (1− q) are all increasing in q), thus plugging in q = 1/2
we have ˆALG− c∗OPT≥−(1− 2c∗) ln (1− q)> 0.
In all, ˆALG≥ c∗OPT.
Case 2: m≤ 1/2.
In this case, we only hope to get m, and a crude analysis is enough. See Figure 3.
If we adopt Greedy then we can get as much as g. This is because g is defined this way.
If we adopt THR(τ),∀τ ∈ (0,m] then we either get m, or m is blocked, in which case we must
have already earned at least 1−m to block m.
We have the following:
ALG≥Pr(τ = 0) · g+ Pr(0< τ ≤m) ·min{m,1−m}
≥Pr(τ = 0) · g+ Pr(0< τ ≤m) ·m
= Fˆ (0) · g+ (Fˆ (m)− Fˆ (0)) ·m
≥ Fˆ (0) · (1−m) + (Fˆ (m)− Fˆ (0)) ·m
= Fˆ (0) · (1− 2m) + Fˆ (m) ·m
= (1− c∗)(1− 2m) +
[
2(1− c∗)− 1− 2c
∗
m
]
·m
= c∗
where the second inequality is because m≤ 1/2; the last inequality is because g≥ g′ > 1−m (due
to (14)); the third equality is because we plug in Fˆ (·) as defined in (12).
Since OPT≤ 1, we have ALG
OPT
≥ c∗.
In all, we have enumerated all the possible cases, to find
ALG
OPT
≥ c∗ always holds. 
3.2.2. Tightness Proof of the 0.432 Competitive Algorithm We will explicitly construct
an instance of a probabilistic mixture of arrival sequences. Under such constructed instance, no
threshold policy can be more than 0.432-competitive.
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Theorem 3. Let PTHR be the family of all threshold policies. There exist an arrival sequence S0,
s.t. ∀ALG ∈PTHR,
ALG(S0)
OPT(S0)
≤ c∗ ≈ 0.432.
Proof of Theorem 3. Prove by construction. Let the sizes of a sequence of items be S0:
S0 =

(, , ..., ︸ ︷︷ ︸
1−q+
, q), where q ∈ [1− qc,1] conforms u(·);
(qc,1− qc + ,1− qc + 2, ...,1), with prob. x;
(, , ..., ︸ ︷︷ ︸
1−qc+
, qc), with prob. y;
(,1), with prob. z;
(21)
where
x=
1− 2c∗
1− 2qc ≈ 0.37112; y=
1− 2c∗
qc
≈ 0.42309; z = c∗−x≈ 0.00954; u(q) = x
q
.
We can verify that
x+ y+ z+
∫ 1
1−qc
x
q
dq= x+
1− 2c∗
qc
+ (c∗−x)− 1− 2c
∗
1− 2qc · ln (1− qc) = 1,
by plugging the expressions into the equation and using H(c∗, qc) = 0 from (10). This equation
shows that our construction conforms a legitimate probability measure.
Now we are going to show that any threshold policy, ∀ALG ∈PTHR, has an expected performance
of no more than c∗. Since OPT(S0) = 1, this shows that any threshold policy is no more than
c∗-competitive.
Any threshold policy can be parameterized by the value of its threshold, τ .
Case 1: τ = 0.
In this case,
THR(τ) = qc ·x+ (1− qc) · y+
∫ 1
1−qc
(1− q) ·u(q)dq
= qc ·x+ (1− qc) · 1− 2c
∗
qc
− 1− 2c
∗
1− 2qc · ln (1− qc)−x · qc
=
1− 2c∗
qc
− 1− 2c
∗
1− 2qc · ln (1− qc)− (1− 2c
∗)
= c∗
where the last equality is due to (10).
Case 2: 0< τ ≤ qc.
In this case,
THR(τ) = qc ·x+ qc · y+ 1 · z+
∫ 1
1−qc
q ·u(q)dq
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= qc · 1− 2c
∗
1− 2qc + qc ·
1− 2c∗
qc
+ c∗− 1− 2c
∗
1− 2qc + qc ·
1− 2c∗
1− 2qc
= c∗+ (1− 2c∗)
(
2
qc
1− 2qc + 1−
1
1− 2qc
)
= c∗
Case 3: qc < τ ≤ 1− qc.
In this case,
THR(τ) = (1− qc) ·x+ 1 · z+
∫ 1
1−qc
q ·u(q)dq
= (1− qc) · 1− 2c
∗
1− 2qc + c
∗− 1− 2c
∗
1− 2qc + qc ·
1− 2c∗
1− 2qc
= c∗
Case 4: 1− qc < τ ≤ 1.
In this case,
THR(τ) = τ ·x+ 1 · z+
∫ 1
τ
q ·u(q)dq
= τ ·x+ c∗−x+ (1− τ) ·x
= c∗
In all, we have enumerated all the values that a threshold can take. In all cases, the performance
of the threshold THR(τ) policy has an expected performance of no more than c∗. So any threshold
policy cannot be more than c∗-competitive. 
4. Multiple Knapsacks
In this section we generalize our results to multiple knapsacks. We define the problems here, and
leave the discussion of algorithms and proofs in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
We manage N divisible knapsacks indexed as j ∈ [N ], each having size Bj,∀j ∈ [N ]. In each
period of time, one item t∈ [T ] arrives with an associated vector of N sizes (st1, st2, ..., stN)∈ (0,1]N .
The sizes are revealed upon arrival, and each item must immediately be either entirely accepted
by one knapsack, in which case stj amount is filled up in knapsack j, or entirely rejected (there
is no partial fulfillment). The objective is to maximize the sum of sizes of accepted items from all
knapsacks, i.e. maximize the space in the knapsacks filled.
We compare the algorithm’s performance relative to the space filled by a clairvoyant decision
maker who knows the entire sequence of items in advance. This generalization can be seen as a
modification of the Adwords budgeted allocation problem as in Mehta et al. (2005), where we do
not allow the partial allocation of any queries that go over budget.
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We refer to the above problem as the multiple knapsack problem with knapsack-dependent sizes.
As a special case, we define a variant of multiple knapsack problem with knapsack-independent
sizes. In this variant of problem, all knapsacks have the same sizes Bj = 1,∀j ∈ [N ]. And all the
items are identical for each knapsack, st1 = st2 = ...= stm = size(st). No matter which knapsack (if
it fits in theknapsack) it is routed, size(st) amount of space is filled. This variant can be seen as
a modification of the online b-matching problem as in Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs (1993), where
we do not allow the partial allocation of any queries that go over budget.
4.1. Knapsack-Dependent Sizes
We first overview the AdWords problem originally proposed in Mehta et al. (2005). The language
we use are from the tutorial Mehta et al. (2013). In each period of time, one item st arrives with
an associated vector of N sizes (st1, st2, ..., stN) ∈ (0,1]N . Suppose that, at this moment, some bj
amount of space has been filled in each knapsack j ∈ [N ]. If we assign the item to knapsack j, then
min{1− bj, stj} amount of stock from knapsack j will be filled – we allow for truncation in the
AdWords problem. For this AdWords problem, the folllwing greedy algorithm is well-known.
Definition 5 (Algorithm 8, Mehta et al. (2013)). When item t arrives, find j˜ ∈
arg maxj∈[N ] stj, and fit the item to knapsack j˜.
We make the following comments.
1. This greedy algorithm is irrespective to how much each knapsack has been filled. It is possible
that the algorithm routes one item to a full knapsack, and completely waste it.
2. This greedy algorithm is non-adaptive, in the sense that it routes items to knapsacks only
based on the sizes, but not on the status of the knapsacks (as long as it fits).
It is well known that the greedy algorithm defined above achieves a competitive ratio of 1/2.
For any instance S, let ALGAW(S) denote the total amount filled by the greedy algorithm from
Definition 5, which is allowed to truncate. Let OPTAW(S) denote the total amount filled by a
clairvoyant decision maker, which is also allowed to truncate.
Proposition 1 (Theorem 5.1, Mehta et al. (2013)). The greedy algorithm from Defini-
tion 5 achieves a competitive ratio of 1/2 for the AdWords problem, i.e. ∀S,
ALGAW(S)≥ 1
2
OPTAW(S).
Definition 6. Combine the two algorithms from Definitions 2 and 5.
1. Draw a random threshold τj,∀j ∈ [N ] for each knapsack, using the CDF defined in Definition 2.
2. Find j˜ ∈ arg maxj∈[N ] stj, and route the item to knapsack j˜.
3. Actually accept item t by matching it to knapsack j˜, if both stj˜ exceeds the realized threshold
of τj˜, and it fits.
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We do not prescribe the correlations between any τj’s – they can take the same value from one
random draw, and they can also be independent.
For any instance S, let ALG(S) denote the total amount filled by the combined algorithm from
Definition 6, which is not allowed to truncate. Let OPT(S) denote the total amount filled by a
clairvoyant decision maker, which is also not allowed to truncate.
Theorem 4. The combined algorithm from Definition 6 achieves a competitive ratio of 3/14,
i.e.
inf
S
ALG(S)
OPT(S)
≥ 3
14
.
Proof of Theorem 4 For any knapsack j, let Ij be the set of items routed to it in Step 2 of
Definition 6 (Ij includes items that were later discarded by the threshold of knapsack j). Note that
Ij does not depend on the realization of the thresholds from Step 1.
If
∑
t∈Ij stj <Bj, then Greedy is optimal for this knapsack. With probability 4/7, threshold τj
equals 0. Based on the CDF defined in Definition 2, we earn at least 4/7(
∑
i∈Ij sij)≥ 3/7(
∑
i∈Ij sij),
which is 3/7 as much contribution of knapsack j to ALGAW.
Otherwise, if
∑
i∈Ij sij ≥Bj, then the contribution of knapsack j to ALGAW is Bj (with trunca-
tion). Nonetheless, the analysis from Theorem 1 shows that in this situation, the expectation over
thresholds earns at least 3/7Bj.
Overall, we have proven that:
ALG≥ 3
7
ALGAW ≥ 3
7
(
1
2
OPTAW)≥ 3
14
OPT
where the first inequality is because on each knapsack ALG earns at least 3/7 of what ALGAW
does; the second inequality is from Proposition 1; and the third inequality is simply the fact that
OPTAW ≥OPT, because any optimal assignment when truncation is not allowed is a feasible solution
to the problem when truncation is allowed. 
4.2. Knapsack-Independent Sizes
In this variant of problem, all the items are identical for each knapsack, st1 = st2 = ... = stm =
size(st). No matter which knapsack (if it fits in theknapsack) it is routed, size(st) amount of space is
filled. We can think of any knapsack as a “back-up” to any other knapsack. Based on this back-up
intuition, we derive the following algorithm, which arbitrarily specifies the priority of the back-up
plan.
Definition 7. Greedy algorithm with respect to index.
1. Aribitrarily index the knapsacks as 1,2, ...,m.
2. Upon the arrival of each item t, assign it into the least indexed knapsack that can fit. If no
knapsack fits, reject item t.
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For any instance S, let ALG(S) denote the total amount filled by the greedy algorithm from
Definition 7. Let OPT(S) denote the total amount filled by a clairvoyant decision maker.
Theorem 5. The greedy algorithm from Definition 7 achieves a competitive ratio of 1/2, i.e.
inf
S
ALG(S)
OPT(S)
≥ 1
2
.
Proof of Theorem In the final assignment when we finish running the algorithm from Defini-
tion 7, we denote the amount of space filled in each knapsack as b1, b2, ..., bm, respectively. We have
ALG=
∑
j∈[N ] bj.
We say an order opens a knapsack if it is the first order assigned to this knapsack. If there
exists some knapsack that is not opened, i.e. bm = 0, then clearly we are optimal, because we have
successfully assigned all the orders, yet the assignment from OPT can not pack more orders. If all
the knapsacks are all opened, let the orders that opened each knapsack j ∈ [N ] be t˜(j).
If we look at item t˜(j), it opens knapsack j because we have attempted to assign it to knapsacks
1,2, ..., j − 1 already, to find none of them fits. That is, ∀k < j, the filled space in knapsack k has
exceeded 1− st˜(j).
Notice that the filled space throughout the arrival process is non-decreasing over time. Then
∀k < j ≤N , Bk +Bj ≥ bk + si˜(j) > 1. Taking summation over m terms we have
2ALG= 2
∑
j∈[N ]
Bj >N ≥OPT.
which finishes the proof. 
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